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Abstract 
Recent progress in Liquid Phase Crystallization (LPC) of silicon enabled reaching a material quality of thin-film silicon solar 
cells on glass comparable to multicrystalline silicon wafers. However, decreasing the absorber thickness requires taking measures 
for efficient coupling and trapping light into the solar cell device. Here, we successfully integrated different periodic sub-
micrometer sized structures at the sun-facing air-glass superstrate interface of 5 x 5 cm2 LPC silicon thin-film solar cells by 
nanoimprint lithography. These structured superstrates were modularly attached to the device and found to provide both, anti-
reflective and scattering properties. In this study, the influence of the structure type and geometry is examined. With the 
structures used an enhancement in short-circuit current density of + 5% (relative) compared to the planar device could be 
achieved.  
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1. Introduction 
In recent years, thin film silicon solar cells on glass have proven to constitute a promising solar cell type. The 
Liquid Phase Crystallization (LPC) technique enabled material qualities comparable to multi-crystalline silicon 
wafers. Using an electron-beam or a laser the silicon absorber is heated above its melting temperature of 1414°C 
from where it subsequently recrystallizes into large polycrystalline silicon grains. With an absorber thickness of 10 
µm stable efficiencies up to 11.8% and open-circuit voltages above 630 mV were achieved [1]. 
One way to further increase efficiencies is to enhance the incoupling of the incident sun light by introducing anti-
reflective (AR) measures into the solar cell design in order to reduce reflection losses at the sun-facing air-glass-
interface [2-4]. Moreover, by increasing the optical path length of the light is necessary to harvest the complete 
available solar cell spectrum in thin absorber layers [5-7]. In order to transfer light trapping structures onto glass-
substrates Nanoimprint Lithography (NIL) proved to be a cost effective and highly reliable technology that is 
already used in industry. NIL enables a high degree of freedom in design which allows for exact tailoring of light 
scattering structures. Recently, we have developed a technique for the fabrication of double-sided textured LPC 
silicon thin-film solar cells on nanoimprinted, temperature-stable glasses. While absorption was significantly 
increased, electronic performance and thus efficiency turned out to be limited, due to structural defects at the 
textured sun-facing silicon-interface [8]. 
Here in this study, we pursue another approach and we apply such nanoimprinted structures at the sun-facing air-
glass-interface of a planar c-Si thin-film solar cell device, thereby providing anti-reflective and/or light scattering 
properties. The advantage of this method lies in its ability to increase optical absorption in the silicon layer while 
maintaining flat silicon interfaces and therefore allowing for state-of-the art electronic material quality. In addition, 
the structures can be reversibly and modularly attached allowing for a comparison of different structures always with 
one and the same reference cell. This enables an evaluation of different structures independent of process 
instabilities, like different absorber thicknesses. The structures under investigation are varied regarding their type as 
well as within a fixed type regarding their feature size. Using this approach a maximum short circuit current 
enhancement of more than + 5% (relative) was achieved. Moreover, two out of three sol-gels used are high 
temperature stable and therefore compatible with the solar cell fabrication process enabling the opportunity to attach 
these structures directly to the air-glass-interface of crystalline Silicon thin film solar cells on glass. 
2. Experimental details 
All substrates and cells where prepared on Corning Eagle XGTM glass with sizes up to 5 x 10 cm2. These glass-
substrates where cleaned using a 5% Mucasol®-solution, which is a standard alkaline cleaning solution. For this 
study a hexagonal sinusoidal structure (“Sine”) with a period of 750 nm, a hexagonal pillar array (“Pillar”) with a 
period of 1 μm as well as a 2 μm square lattice (“SL”) pattern were imprinted into a suitable sol-gel using 
nanoimprint lithography. This process is further described in Ref. [9]. The respective masters were fabricated either 
by interference lithography [10] or by electron beam lithography [11]. For the square lattice structure a sol-gel 
containing SiO2 particles for reduced shrinkage developed and provided by SCHOTT AG, Mainz, Germany [9] was 
used, while for the pillar and sinusoidal arrays a sol-gel provided by PHILIPS, Eindhoven, Netherlands [12] was 
applied. Both named sol-gels are based on silicon alcoxides and therefore provide high-temperature stability. During 
hard-bake the sol-gel provided by PHILIPS shrinks by about 20% enabling an easy procedure to tailor the feature 
size of the imprinted structures. 
On top of one of the pillar arrays a 950 nm thick amorphous silicon layer was deposited, which smoothed the 
sharp edged features into a hill like structure (“Hill”). This smoothed structure served as a new master for a 
subsequent NIL transfer onto glass-substrates. The pillar arrays as well as the corresponding hill structure were 
additionally imprinted into a hybrid-polymer sol-gel made by the company MICRORESIST TECHNOLOGY [13]. 
Hybrid-polymer based sol-gels feature lower thermal stability but on the other hand exhibit less shrinkage during 
thermal treatment and hence a higher remaining structure size.  
As depicted in Figure 1 these imprinted substrates were modularly attached to a planar n-doped 10 µm thick 
silicon absorber (Fig. 1-a) or a planar LPC reference cell of similar thickness (Fig. 1-b) using distilled water, 
isopropanol or an commercially available liquid (Norland Index Matching Liquid 150) as index matching liquid 
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(IML). Between the glass substrate and the silicon absorber layer an interlayer stack consisting of SiOx / SiNx / SiOx 
was used additionally providing anti-reflective properties. Details regarding the solar-cell production process can be 
found elsewhere [10]. 
 
 
Fig. 1. Modular attachment of nanoimprinted glass-substrates by an index matching liquid (IML) (a) to a planar c-Si thin-film absorber on glass 
or (b) to a planar c-Si thin film solar cell device on glass. The different types of structures, which were attached, are depicted below showing 
AFM images of a sinusoidal structure (“Sine”), a hexagonal pillar array (“Pillar”), a hexagonal pillar structure, which was flattened and rounded 
to a hill like structure (“Hill”) as well as a square lattice structure (“SL”). For the Pillar structure the structure diameter (d), height (h) and pitch 
(P) are denoted. 
For optical characterization a Perkin-Elmer LAMBDA 1050 spectrometer was used. In case of the absorption 
measurements the sample-stack was placed inside an integrating sphere with a diameter of 150 mm. For diffuse 
transmission measurements the sample-stack was placed in front of the integrating sphere. For each sample Haze 
was calculated from total (TT) and diffuse (TD) transmission data using  
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where T0 and T100 are zero and full transmission of the system measured without a sample inserted. 
Electro-optical characterization was performed using a Wacom Dual-Source WXS-156S-L2, AM1.5GMM sun 
simulator. Furthermore, external-quantum efficiencies (EQEs) were measured in a self-made filter-EQE setup with 
20 nm step size, 10 nm FWHM and 8 x 8 cm² spot size DC bias-light based on four LEDs operating at 450 nm, 
590 nm, 630 nm and 850 nm inducing a bias-current similar to the one used for I-V measurements. In all 
measurements the sample stack was illuminated in superstrate configuration through the imprinted glass-superstrates 
and short circuit current densities were calculated in the case of I-V and EQE measurements directly from 
measurement results or for UV-Vis measurements under ideal assumptions (EQE = 1) using 
 
with e the elementary charge, hv the photon energy, S(λ) the spectral intensity under AM1.5g and A(λ) the 
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3. Results and discussion 
The influence of nanoimprinted structures at the air-glass-interface exhibiting different structural geometries with 
periods ranging from 750 nm to 2000 nm on absorption and solar cell performance is investigated (Fig. 2-4 a). 
Furthermore, the influence of the feature size and shape of the structures is analyzed (Fig. 2-4 b) on basis of the 
1000 nm pillar array. All results are compared to a purely planar device.  
 
3.1. Optical absorption 
For optical characterization the structures were attached to a planar 10 µm thick liquid-phase crystallized silicon 
absorber on a glass substrate by means of isopropanol as index matching liquid. From absorptance measurements 
(Fig. 2) maximum achievable short circuit current densities were calculated. 
 
 
Fig. 2. Absorptance (A and 1-R) of a planar 10µm thick c-Si layer with differently structured sun-facing air-glass-interfaces. (a) Influence of 
geometry: planar (black), 750 nm hexagonal sinusoidal structure (Sine, red), 1000 nm hill-like hexagonal pillar array (Hill, green) and 2000 nm 
pitched square lattice (SL, blue). (b) Influence of feature size: differently sized 1000 nm periodic pillar (red, blue) and hill (green) structures. 
With a height of about 200 nm the comparably flat sinusoidal (“Sine”) featuring a pitch of 750 nm achieves only 
a slight increase in absorption mainly in the long wavelength range (Fig. 2a). The higher and broader pitched hill-
like pillar (“Hill”, 1000 nm pitch, 400 nm height) and square-lattice (“SL”, 2000 nm pitch, 1900 nm height) 
structures show an increase seen over the whole wavelength range resulting in a maximum enhancement of the 
calculated maximum short circuit current density of 5.3% compared to the pure planar structure (shown in black) in 
case of the “Hill”-structure. For the planar reference also the inaccuracy of the respective measurement device is 
given demonstrating that all attached structures lead to a significant enhancement of the reference device’s 
performance.  
Additionally, reflection data, 1-R, is plotted. Comparing these curves to the planar reference it is seen that for all 
structures increases in absorption can be attributed to an anti-reflective effect in the short wavelength range below 
600 nm. For longer wavelengths the incident light reaches the backside of the device, where it is transmitted or 
reflected back, and anti-reflective and scattering effect cannot be separated any more. 
Beside different geometries also the influence of the structure height and width of the pillars was examined 
(Fig. 2b). When comparing 1000 nm periodic hexagonal pillar arrays exhibiting structure heights of 480 nm (red) 
and 660 nm (blue) with similar diameters, it is revealed that a greater enhancement is achieved using a higher 
structure.  It is found that this difference of about 200 nm in height results in a difference of 0.5 mA/cm2 in short-
circuit current density. Comparing a pillar array (red) to a corresponding hill array (green) similar in height it is 
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observed that the larger diameter of the structures has the greater impact on the result since an increase of 250 nm in 
diameter leads to a difference of 1.3 mA/cm2 in short-circuit current density. 
To investigate the scattering behavior of the structures angular resolved UV-Vis scattering (Fig. 3) and diffuse 
transmission (Fig. 4) measurements were performed. For this measurement type one should note that not all the 
transmitted or reflected light can be detected since the attached structures diffract the light into a hexagonal or 
square pattern respectively. Samples were adjusted such that one set of diffraction peaks lies in the detector level.  
 
 
Fig. 3. (a) Measurement principle of angular resolved UV-Vis scattering measurements, where the angle of incidence was kept constant at 0° 
while the detector scanned in an angle range of 10° to 350° around the sample. (b) Exemplary result for the square lattice structure plotted for 
incident wavelengths of 600nm (black), 800nm (red) and 1000nm (blue).  
As an example, the result of the square lattice structure is shown (Fig. 3b). Most of the light is directly 
transmitted. Light with longer wavelengths is scattered into higher angles. While for wavelengths of 600 nm and 
800 nm incident light  scattered at maximum into the second diffraction order, for 1000 nm incident light scattering 
in only the first diffraction order is found. According to its periodic pattern scattering is symmetric about normal 
incidence. 
All structures scatter incident light diffusely (Fig. 4) for incident wavelengths being smaller than 100 nm less 
than the structures period (not shown for the 2000 nm pitched square lattice sample). Less scattering is observed for 
smaller (Sine, solid red) and rounder (Sine and Hill, green) structures. The structure with the highest feature size 
(Tab. 2), the square lattice structure (blue), scatters almost all light diffusely. 
 
 
Fig. 4. Diffuse transmission in ratio to total transmission (Haze) for different morphologies (solid lines) and different feature sizes (dashed lines, 
Hill structure in solid line). 
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3.2. Opto-electrical characterization 
For opto-electrical characterization the structures were attached to a planar c-Si solar cell device with a 10 µm 
thick absorber with the help of distilled water and for comparison short circuit current densities were determined 
either from I-V (Fig. 5) or EQE (Fig. 6) measurement results.  
 
 
Fig. 5. I-V measurements (a) of a 750 nm hexagonal sinusoidal structure (Sine, red), 1000 nm hill-like hexagonal pillar array (Hill, green) as well 
as a 2000 nm pitched square lattice (SL, blue) and (b) of differently sized 1000 nm periodic pillar (red, blue) and hill (green) structures compared 
to a planar c-Si solar cell device (black). 
Generally, structuring of the sun-facing air-glass interface causes an increase of jsc. For IV-measurements 
(Fig. 5a) the larger square lattice (Fig. 5a, blue) and pillar structures (Fig. 5b, blue) outperform the smaller 
structures. This time the square lattice structure achieves the highest enhancement of 4.2%. The broadness of the 
features has only a minor influence on the result. Broader structures (depicted in green) achieve only slightly higher 
results than the smallest structures (shown in red). For all structures the corresponding device characteristics 
obtained by I-V measurements are listed in table 1.  
 
Table 1: Short-circuit current (jsc), fill factor (FF), open-circuit voltage (Voc) and device efficiency (η) obtained by I-V measurements. 
 jsc (mA/cm2) FF (%) Voc (mV) η (%) 
Planar reference 19.84 ± 0.03 66.4 600 7.9 
Sine P750 20.34  (+2.5%)  66.2 600 8.1 
SL   P2000 20.67 (+4.2%) 66.2 602 8.2 
Hill  P1000 h400 d880 20.35 (+2.6%) 66.2 603 8.1 
Pillar           h480 d630 20.25 (+2.1%) 66.3 601 8.1 
Pillar           h660 d700 20.58 (+3.7%) 65.9 602 8.2 
 
For the highest structures, the square lattice structure and the high pillar structure, the enhancements in short-
circuit current densities are translated into a device efficiency enhancement of + 0.3% absolute. The consistency of 
fill factors and open-circuit voltages demonstrate the comparability of the devices used. 
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Fig. 6. EQE measurements (solid lines) in comparison to optical absorptance measurements (1-R, dashed lines) ( (a) of a 750 nm hexagonal 
sinusoidal structure (Sine, red), 1000 nm hill-like hexagonal pillar array (Hill, green) and a square lattice (SL, blue) with a pitch of 2000 nm as 
well as (b) of differently sized 1000 nm periodic pillar (red, blue) and hill (green) structures in comparison to a planar c-Si solar cell device 
(black). 
The absolute difference between optical (Fig. 6, dashed lines) and electrical (solid lines) measurements can be 
explained by recombination losses in the electronic device. EQE-measurements reveal the largest enhancement of 
5.5% for the sinusoidal structure (Fig. 6a), which can mainly be attributed to an increase in the long wavelength 
range between 600 nm and 800 nm. As mentioned before, this increase cannot clearly be attributed to anti-reflective 
or scattering properties of the structures in this wavelength regime. This result is unexpected since the sine structure 
is the structure with the smallest feature height (Tab. 2) and hence, the smallest light scattering potential. In addition, 
this strong enhancement is not seen with other measurement techniques as it is demonstrated here in comparison 
with optical absorptance data. For the pillar array (Fig. 6b) the highest structure (blue) exhibits the most pronounced 
improvement of 5.7% compared to the smaller structures, which raise the planar cell result by 4% (red and green) 
independent of the broadness of the features.  
All structures were attached to one and the same device in order to enable a comparison of all structures to the 
same reference. Hence, the device was kept the same only the attached structures changed. However, in case of 
evaporation of the index matching liquid during long lasting measurements a glass-air-glass interface (instead of a 
glass-liquid-glass interface) is introduced into the device structure, severely enhancing reflection losses at this 
interface. Although inconsistencies in the reference cell have been excluded inconsistencies in the index matching 
layer could not be fully avoided. This might at least partly explain the different results gained by different 
measurement techniques. 
Please note that for optical characterization (Fig. 2) a hill-structure with a height of 430 nm was used while for 
the opto-electrical characterization (Fig. 5 and Fig. 6) a hill-structure of 330 nm height was used, explaining why for 
the hill-structure the enhancement in absorption is more pronounced than for the opto-electrical data. This again 
demonstrates that greater improvement can be associated with a higher structure size.  
Table 2. Comparison of the short circuit currents determined from UV-Vis-, I-V- and EQE-measurements. For each structure the period as well 
as the respective height are given. 
 Periode  (nm) Height (nm) UV-Vis: jsc,max (mA/cm2) I-V: jsc (mA/cm2) EQE: jsc (mA/cm2) 
Reference - planar 26.75 ± 0.03 19.84 ± 0.03 20.10 ± 0.05 
Sine 750 210 27.22 (+1.8%) 20.34 (+2.5%) 21.20 (+5.5%) 
Hill 1000 (UV-Vis) 430 
 (I-V and EQE) 330 




SL 2000 1900 27.95 (+4.5%) 20.67 (+4.2%) 20.94 (+4.2%) 
Foil (DSM) [3]   29.82 (+11.5%) 21.75 (+9.6%) 22.13 (+10.1%) 
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For the different kind of attached structures, in the graphs always given as (a), Table 2 summarizes the 
determined short-circuit current densities for all measurement types. All kind of attached structures led to a 
significant enhancement of the respective planar reference. Although no outstanding structure could be determined, 
it became clear that enhancements are more pronounced for higher and broader structures. As a reference, 
enhancements achieved with a textured light trapping foil developed by DSM Advanced Surfaces [3], which is 
optimized for geometrical light trapping, are given. With enhancements of above 10% this foil outperforms all tested 
structures. This demonstrates the further optimization potential of the structures used for this which were originally 
designed to structure the glass-silicon and not the air-glass interface. Moreover, a further increase by directly 
printing the structures onto the glass substrates of the planar devices is expected since there is no need for an index 
matching liquid anymore. A first test revealed that a structure imprinted directly onto the air-glass interface retains 
its size throughout the entire solar cell production process despite processing temperatures above 1414°C. Combined 
with the ability to structure the glass-silicon interface, thereby enabling double-sided structured silicon absorbers 
with short circuit currents above 550 mV [8], this allows to simultaneously structure both sun-facing interfaces with 
individually optimized structures. 
4. Conclusion 
Nanoimprinted glass-substrates proved to be well-suited for being modularly attached to the air-glass-interface of 
a planar solar cell in order to increase absorption. In the observed range of periods and feature sizes it was found that 
the structures with higher and broader features are better suited for enhancing the optical and electro-optical 
performance of a solar cell device while sinusoidal structures even with smaller feature sizes remarkably enhance 
the quantum efficiency. The structures were originally designed for double-sided structuring of the silicon absorber, 
thereby enabling poly-silicon thin film solar cells with short circuit currents above 550 mV. Modular attachment of 
these structures to the to the air-glass interface of a planar solar cell device led to an increase of short-circuit current 
density of about 5% compared to the bare planar reference. This increase could be attributed to a contribution of 
both, anti-reflective effect and light scattering. Further increase is possible by using optimized structures as well as 
by a direct integration into the solar cell production progress. Moreover, due to the solar-cell process compatibility a 
simultaneous structuring of the air-glass as well as glass-silicon interface is possible. 
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